Committee members present: Jessica Lobedan, Monica Davis

Members of the public present: Amy Cole-Bloom, Michele Rippy

Agenda

- Presentation of Year 1 Data, presentation by Jessica Lobedan
- LEAD Training Update, presentation by Jessica Lobedan
- Discussion: Future agenda items

Minutes

Presentation of Review of Year 1 Data

Participants discussed what additional data would be useful to review. The following was identified:

- Age of participants
- Level of education
- Aggregate level descriptive data of criminal justice history (i.e., misdemeanor vs. Felony, crimes against persons vs. Non crimes against persons)
  - Who is at the HNCP47?
- Aggregate MH information
- Aggregate SUD information

Action steps: Jessica will connect with BSCC to see if Dashboard is available for viewing, as the dashboard contains some of this data.

LEAD Training Update

Jessica provided high level LEAD Training overview from Sgt. Faye Maloney (who was unable to attend the January LAC). The LEAD training is being developed to cover the following objectives:

- De-escalation & Crisis Negotiation Update
- Mental Health Service Update (Mobile Crisis Team/CATT Team)
- Drug Addiction Services (Update/Integration)
- District Attorney Collaboration with Diversion programs (Pre-arrest/Pre-arraignment)

The training program will be 4 hours long and implemented by 3/31.
Participants had the following questions on the LEAD Training:

- Who will receive LEAD training?
- How will LEAD training intersect with the Policy Innovation workshops?
- Is LEAD training a best practice and is it a program that must be done to fidelity?
- Is LEAD a program or a training? Do officers refer just to HNC or to other diversion services as well?

**Action steps:** Jessica to follow up with Sgt. Maloney on presenting LEAD update at the April LAC.

**Discussion: Future Meeting Topics**

- BACS HEDCO Wellness Center and Housing Resource Center integration (presentation from BACS)
- Let’s House Hayward! Strategic Plan Update (presentation from Amy Cole-Bloom)
- Year 1 Recidivism Data (presentation from Dr. Michelle Rippy)
- Review of Grant expenditures (presentation from Jessica Lobedan)